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IMMISERIZING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER IN A RICARDIAN 

     MODEL—A GAME THEORETIC APPROACH

Sugata MARJIT

First version received October 1993; final version accepted May 1995

 Abstract: A three country two commodity Ricardian trade model is developed 

in a game-theoretic setting where the technologically superior nation transfers 

better technology to the technologically backward nations . We try to rationalize 
why one of the receiving countries will actually like to incur a real income loss 

through the transfer and how self-irnmiserization turns out to be a strategic choice .

INTRODUCTION

 In recent years a considerable amount of work has been devoted to analyzing 
the notion of "Transfer Paradox" in international trade theory . Although many 
scholars have written at length on this topic, we would like to point out to a 
representative bundle comprising of Samuelson (1971), Jones (1975, 1984), Yano 
(1983), Bhagwati, Brecher and Hatta (1983). etc. Many of these authors deal with 
the possibility that following a transfer, the donor might gain and the receiver 
might loose in a multi-agent setting. such donor-enriching and receiver-im-

poverishing transfer, even though a possibility, begs a very fundamental ques-
tion. If this is so, why should the recipient be interested in such a `damnifying' 

(to quote Edgeworth) transfer? In other words, why does the receiver choose to 
accept such a possibility? 

 The purpose of this paper is to discuss a situation where an agent will choose 
to be recipient as an optimal strategy. In that event, that agent might actually 
incur a real income loss but still that can be an optimal decision on his part . The 
basic logic of the argument is quite straight forward . Suppose there are three 
countries involved in the deal. A, B and C. A is the typical donor. Also, suppose 
that A can make a transfer either to B or to C but not to both . If A gains more 
by transferring to B than to C, he will transfer to B. But B has a choice to refuse 
such a transfer because it might reduce his real income. Now if B does not accept 
A's offer, A goes to C. C might gain and , hence, will agree to A's proposal.
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Suppose that also reduce B's real income. B will now compare his loss from a 
transfer received from A and a loss incurred through the transfer A makes to C. 
If the former is lower, B will opt to receive the transfer from A. Given that B is 
willing, A will transfer to B and a situaion will emerge where a gains, B and C 
both loose. But the resultant immiserization suffered by B is an outcome of optimal 
strategic choice. 

 To prove what we have just discussed, we use a simple three country Ricardian 
trade model and consider the transfer of technology from the advanced to the 
backward countries. Transfer of know-how changes the terms of trade in the 

general equilibrium of the system and then under certain conditions forces the 
receiving country to adopt self-immiserization as a strategic choice. 

 We have three countries A, B and C. A exports commodity X to B and C. B 
and C export commodity Y to A. X and Y are produced using only labor and 
fixed coefficient technology. Markets are competitive and resources are fully 
employed. We assume that although A has a comparative advantage in X, it has 
absolute advantage in producing both goods vis-a-vis B and C. Therefore, in 
free-trade, even if A is not producing Y, it can transfer the knowledge or the 
blue-print embedded in the technological coefficient to B or C. We shall assume 
that such a transfer, if it takes place at all, is once and for all. 

 The following symbols will be useful for the formal presentation of the model. 
L.---labor force in the width country i= A, B, C 
ay—labor output ratio for y in A. 
by—labor output ratio for y in B. 
cy—labor output ratio for y in C. 

Also note that by assumption ay < by, ay. < cy. 
  Pk—price of commodity k, k = x, y 

 an—elasticity of substitution in demand. 
YY—production of y in country j, j = N, C. 
wt—wage-rate in country i, i= A, B, C. 

Full employment conditions imply,

                               LB 
                         YB =---- b

y 

Lc 
                              Ye_ 

                                         —---- 

                                        cy 

Competitive equilibrium conditions are given by

py=WBby 

py = wccy 

YB ± ye  = .f (Py/Px)

(1)

(2)

(3) 

(4)

(5)
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[Assuming identical homothetic demand functions for each country.]  f[  .  ] is the 
relative demand function for two goods with f' < 0. Note that we have deliberately 
ignored full employment condition for LA or the. competitive condition for X 
industry just because they are left untouched in the following comparative static 
analysis. 
  Now consider the following exercise. Suppose A gives his knowledge embedded 
in ay to B, then following general equilibrium results can be worked out . 

ABA = — QD(Py —Px) (where '' denotes % change) (6) 

AB = (~B YB-------f. (Similarly) /1,c -— + )from (1),JIB = — by= aB. Therefore, from    /YBYc) 
(6). 

       paB2B(7)                  y—px= ----- 
aD 

Since we have identical homothetic demand function for each country , one can 
construct the same price index for each country for real income evaluation . Let 

             = YxPx + YyPy(8) 

denote change in such an index where yx, yy are shares of expenditure on x and 
y for each country. 

 Therefore, the change in real income for the transferor is given by, 
— =P x — 71=  — Yy(py —fix) (9) 

              from (7). thA —ft= yyaBAB (10) 
QD 

The following proposition is immediate . 

PROPOSITION I. If country A has an once and for all choice to transfer a
y to either B or C, it will prefer to transfer it to B, rather than to C provided aB2B > acAc 

PROOF. The benefit of transferring ay to B is given by awl' and for the same 
6D 

reason the real income benefit earned by giving it to C is acAc QED . 
6D 

 Real income change of country C following a transfer to C is given by, 

we — =Py.+ ac — = aC + YX(Py —fix) 

                             acAc  

                   _ 

       =ac—y x—(11) 
                                       al) 

                      —a                 (aD—Y)xAC                                 C QD
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 PROPOSITION 2. C will accept a transfer from A if  aD<y„A.e. 

 Proof Directly follows from (11) QED. 
 If the technology is transferred to C, B suffers a real income loss as the terms 

of trade go against it without any accumpanying technological improvement. 

                                       Yxac2c            W
B—=p,,—fi=Yx(Py—Px)= —(12) 

al) 

On the other hand, if the technology is transferred to B, the resultant real income 
change is given by 

            t0B—n=aBanYxAB(13) 
QD 

If up <yx,1.B, (13) can be negative and B could be immiserized through the transfer. 
But still, (13) can dominate (12). Therefore, in terms of minimizing loss, B can 

prefer an outcome such as given in (13) to the one given in (12). Condition for 
that will be given by, 

       aQD—'LAB> — acYxAcorQ>(aaYxl4    BnBB—cc)() 
o'Dat)aB 

We are now in a position to discuss the main result of the paper. If (13) dominates 

(12) in spite of aD < yx~ B, B will choose to be immiserized. However, along with 
this, A has to find it optimal to give it to B rather than to C. So ad, must 
dominate act,c. Let us summarize the set of conditions needed for our result. 

aB'lB > ac2c(Cl) 

and 

               Emaxi.c,aBaB— aC C )B(C2) 
YxaB 

PROPOSITION 3. If AB > Ac and aB2B > act,c, then one can find out a aD such that 
Yx 

A will transfer the know to B and B will choose to be immiserized in such a transfer 

game. 

PROOF. To prove the result we have to show that the set defined by (C2) is 
non-empty because if ad,B > act.c, A will definitely transfer it to B and the rest of 

the proof follows from the non-emptiness of the set to which---can can potentially 
Yx 

belong. 

  Suppose max./4, 'BAB — acAc  } _ .lc then AB > Ac will imply that one can find some
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 an 
E (2c, AB) such that immiserizing technology transfer will take place. Also note 

Y. 

that AB — «BBB—acAc > 0. QED. 
aB 

  Proposition 3 points out to a rather interesting result. If yr,B is sufficiently greater 
than Ac, B will opt for a technology from A which would lead to a real income 
loss for B but which will prevent A from transferring it to C where real income 
loss for B would have been greater. A,B >.l,c for aB = aB = ac implies a greater gain 
from transfer for A. Since B commands a larger share of Y, output impact will 
be larger and therefore terms of trade decline will be greater. Therefore A will go 
for such a transfer. 

  One could check that for high values of aD, transfer should be beneficial for 

parties involved but will definitely be immiserizing for the univolved. 
Self-immiserization as a strategic choice as described by proposition 3 can be 
sustained as a subgame perfect equilibrium because we do not allow A to transfer 
the knowledge to C after it has been transferred to B. It is, as if B now holds the 
patent right to the knowledge. Now once B receives the technology it does not 
have the incentive to transfer it to C because it will entail loss of income for B 
through a decline in the terms- of trade. Since initial technology transfer is free 
of charge, A does not have any incentive to give it to C. 

 Once the technology is transferred, it is optimal for B not to use it because by 
using it, B will actually lose. But if B does not use it, A will transfer it to C and 
B will definitely lose. The game in the extensive form has been depicted in figure 
1. If we allow B to follow `not use' strategires, it will definitely choose to do so 
in the post-transfer situation. But in the foregoing discussion we implicitly assumed 
that A can monitor the use in the post-transfer situation . In the literature on 
transfer, it is assumed that if one country receives a foreign aid , it is going to 
expand consumption initially and then subsequently it might lose. If the process 
of transfer was such as to allow A to produce directly in country B then `not use' 
as a strategy is infeasible. Now we shall see why B will be willing to precommit 
to follow the `use' strategy rather than the `not use' strategy. 

 From Figure 1 and the analysis in the text we know that the following possibility 
might emerge. mb > mc, nb < 0, qb < 0 (when m, n, q are pay-offs to A, B, and C). 
Similarly me > 0, n, < 0, qc > 0 with mb > mc, I nb I < I ne I. It is obvious that A 
transferring to C and C using the technology is the only subgame perfect 
equilibrium. Since A knows that B will not use the technology once the transfer 
takes place, A will transfer it to C. But in the resultant equilibrium . A gets me < mb 
and B gets ne <0 with I ne I > I nb I. Therefore, both of them could do better if B 
could credibly precommit to the `use' strategy . Once B knows that in the resultant 
equilibrium his loss is greater than what could be if he had followed the `use' 
strategy, he would like to precommit to the `use' strategy. Credible precommitment 
may take the form of direct involvement of A in the production of y in country 
B i.e., some sort of direct foreign investment or any kind of contract which makes
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Transfer to B
A

Transfer to C

Use" 
(mb,nb,gb)

B C

Not use  Use" 
(0,0,0) (mcnc,go)

Not use 
 (0,0,0)

Fig. 1.

the  `use' strategy optimal in the post-transfer subgame. In absence of such a 

mechanism, B will not get the technology but self-immiserization continues to be 

the best choice for him.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

 This paper is an attempt to merge some of the strategic issue with the problem 

of transfers in international trade theory. Transfer paradox usually is discussed 

in terms of general equilibrium exchange models and the results derived in this 

paper have some applications in that context. The idea of this paper can be 
extended in various directions such as to incorporate appropriate pricing rule for 

such technology transfers.' We have assumed initially cost-less technology transfer 

as to draw a similarity between the context of the paper and the standard literature 

on the `Transfer paradox'. One might try to work into the issues related to 

sustainable collusions among the affected agents against such transfers. In this 

paper B and C could form a collusion by not accepting the transfer from A. But 
it will be difficult to sustain such a collusion because C can always cheat B by 

accepting the technology from A for positive pay-off and we face the classic 

problem of `Prisoners' dilemma! But the fact remains the if C knows that trans-
ferring to B and B using the technology can be sustained as a non-cooperative 

subgame perfect equilibrium, the best thing for C is to enter into a collusion with 

B which unfortunately cannot be sustained. Also note that the condition described 

in proposition 3 can hold for a constant elasticity of substitution utility function 

with CD < 1 and the crucial condition with similar initial technology levels for B 

and C, boils down to a comparison of relative labor force. Greater is LB compared 

to Lc, greater is the possibility that the result will hold. 

   For game theoretic models of technology transfer see Gallini (1984), Marjit (lggoa, lggob) and 
Kabiraj and Marjit (1993). For strategic modelling of endowment-reallocation and coalition formations 
see Thompson (1979). Riezman (1985) and Safra (1989).
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 As a last remark one should mention that the paper provides an example of a 

bilaterial relationship in a multilateral world. The existence of C as a third country 

compels B to be worse off and that too by conscious choice. Had there been no 

country such as C, immiserizing technology transfer would not have taken place.2 

Existence of an outside option for the transferer makes all the difference between 

the 2 agent and the 3 agent case.

Indian Statistical  institute
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